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V
alue for money. That was the 
design brief given to the 
SWM R&D team when they 
began sketching their latest 
off-road adventure mount. 
And they’ve delivered in 
spades. The SWM Superdual 

X retails for $10,490 plus on-road costs. That’s 
$6000 less than the Husqvarna 701 Enduro, 
$4000 less then the KTM 690 Enduro R, 
$4000 less than AJP’s PR7 Adventure, $3500 
less than the Yamaha XT660Z Ténéré, $2500 
less than the BMW F750GS and $1500 less 
than the Suzuki V-Strom 650 XT. 

The only machines that undercut the 
Superdual X are the Kawasaki KLR650 and 
Suzuki DR650, but neither of those have the 
SMW’s adventure gear or performance as 
they come from the factory.

We expected it to be at the pointy end of 
the 600-700cc adventure bike pricing scale, 
but not at the very tip.

So how has SWM developed a motorcycle 
that performs like a pro but acts like a punter?

They’ve cleverly married some older parts 
(most obviously the engine) with a modern 
adventure package.

The powerplant is out of the old Husqvarna 
TE630, which has proven reliable enough, 
the gearbox is out of an RXV Aprilia, the 
fork’s from China, the shock’s from Sachs 
and the rest is from SWM.
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Right now, SWM is throwing in the panniers
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It bottoms out, but there’s no pain
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How you see it here is how the 
Superdual X comes standard, 
including handguards, windscreen, 
aluminium skidplate, engine and tank 
crashbars, centrestand, rack and 12-volt 
power outlet. They’ll even throw in a 
set of Givi panniers and Beemer-like 
driving lights for a little while. All this 
for $10,490! Surely there’s a catch?

Well, after a long day in the saddle 
carving through the Victorian High 
Country, I can confirm there is no 
catch! Even Clubby’s size-12 boot 
wouldn’t catch on the SWM Superdual 
X gearchange. The value-for-money is 
outstanding and while there may be 
better-performing adventure machines 

on the market I can guarantee you 
won’t pay $10,490 for them.

ISN’T THIS OLD NEWS?
The SWM Superdual T came out last 
year and ADB’s resident adventure 
tester and ex-Editor Andrew Clubb 
loved it, except for a short gearshift that 
didn’t fit under his size-12 (he wouldn’t 
stop banging on about it) and stock 
tyres that left a little to be desired. The 
Superdual X is the off-road version of 
that machine and I almost got to ride it 
last year in Italy, but for an overly-
relaxed launch. 

So, finally, here we are with the X. It 
carries the same DNA as the standard 

Superdual T only the X has a 21-inch 
front rim and 18-inch rear, Metzeler 
Sahara off-road tyres as standard, a 
more scalloped perch (to retain the 
standard seat height with the larger 
wheels) and red/white/black livery. 
Ground clearance is up by a substantial 
50mm despite the retention of the 
underslung exhaust headers.

MONEY MOUTH
Long-time readers will be aware that, 
in 2008, I circumnavigated Australia 
on a Kawasaki KLR650 in roughly 
three months. It got me around no 
dramas. But, had the Superdual X been 
available back then, I would have taken 
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CLEARANCE
The bigger wheels bring a handy 
50mm increase in ground clearance 
over the Superdual T’s 180mm.

SCREEN
The  windscreen could be a little 
further away. You sit quite forward 
and the screen banged my helmet.

STOPPER
Braking 300mm rotor is gripped by 
twin-piston Brembo caliper with ABS 
fitted. Disc looks bigger on the T.
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Here to 
stay

The SWM Superdual X is 
Euro 4 compliant so this 
spec. is here to stay until 

Euro 5 restrictions come in.
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FUEL RANGE
The 19-litre tank gave us a 
respectable range of 400km on a 
mixture of terrain.

MUFFLERS
Twin silencers are quiet and balance 
the look of the bike from the rear. 
Pannier frames prevent bruising.

GEARING
An extra tooth on the rear sprocket 
would help the bike get through  
tighter terrain.

the Superdual X uses the engine that 
was in the Husky TE630, which is a 
liquid-cooled DOHC, four-valve.

A six-speed gearbox takes care of the 
kilometre crushing and there’s a 
Mikuni EFI paired with a GET ignition 
system to deliver flawless fuel metering, 
even at the altitudes we climbed to in 
the High Country.

Unlike the budget adventure 600s, 
you don’t have to worry about jetting for 
the variety of atmospheric conditions 
we get in this great country. The engine 
is a ripper and, for a single-cylinder 
donk, it produces plenty of mid- to 
top-end grunt.

We expect single-cylinder, big-bore 

one of those instead. That’s not to say 
the KLR650 is a bad bike. It’s still a 
great “super-budget” adventure 
machine at $8199 that’s ready to go 
straight off the dealer’s floor, but the 
extra $2291 to jump up to a Superdual X 
is worth it.

It has more power, better suspension, 
more tech, better defensive gear and, by 
the time I purchased panniers, off-road 
tyres, a bashplate and wrap around 
handguards for the KLR, I was up in the 
same price range as the Superdual X.

However, at $10,490 the Superdual X 
is close to being too pricey for what you 
get. If it was $12,000 I might be going for  
the KLR, but it’s not. As I stated earlier, 

In fact, it had enough poke 
to launch into the cracking 
drift you see on the opening 

page of this feature 

adventure machines to produce decent 
bottom-end, and the SWM does, but it 
could benefit from a bigger sprocket on 
the rear. Unlike many single-cylinder 
engines that have come before it, the 
Superdual X doesn’t sign off like you’d 
expect. Sure it’s not going to dig a 
trench like a 1200 or feel as comfortable 
as a 650cc V-Twin being flogged up top, 
but this engine is a “do-it-all” 
powerplant, with a surprising top-end.

In fact, it had enough poke to launch 
into the cracking drift you see on the 
opening page of this feature. Having 
ridden every adventure bike under the 
sun, I can say this is easy on a big 
12-hunge but I’ve never successfully 
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drifted a 650cc single without having to 
almost lowside it! Then, as you can see on 
page 70, it has enough response in the 
mid-range to pop a wheelie in the water.

Most people will question the durability 
of the engine. It was relatively 
unremarkable as a Husky (it had no DR or 
XR reputation) and today is no different. 
But, rest assured, I toured the SWM 
factory in Italy and the quality control 
was excellent as I peered over the 
shoulders of those on the production line.

I asked the dealers that were at the X 
launch if they’ve had any customers with 

warranty issues and they said they’d been 
largely drama-free. 

THE ODD COUPLE
SWM has opted for an unusual pairing in 
suspension with Chinese brand Fastace 
supplying the fork and Sachs covering the 
shock. While unusual, it works. Unlike 
many 600-700cc adventure bikes that are 
incredibly undersprung, the Superdual X 
is not. I was able to jump the X off erosion 
mounds and while I found the limits of 
the travel it wasn’t a murderous thud as it 
bottomed out. The Fastace and Sachs gear 
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SWM Superdual X
SPEX

ENGINE
TYPE DOHC four-valve

DISPLACEMENT 600cc
BORE & STROKE 100 x 76.4mm

COOLING Liquid
COMPRESSION RATIO 12.4:1

FUEL METERING Mikuni D45 EFI
TANK CAPACITY 19L

TRANSMISSION Six-speed
CLUTCH Brembo hydraulic, wet multi-plate

DIMENSIONS
WHEELBASE 1495mm
SEAT HEIGHT 890mm

GROUND CLEARANCE 230mm
WEIGHT 169kg

SUSPENSION
FRONT Fastace 45mm USD, 210mm travel

REAR Sachs monoshock with external spring 
preload adjuster, 270mm travel

BRAKES
FRONT Brembo dual-piston caliper, switchable 

ABS, Braking 300mm wave disc
REAR Brembo single-piston caliper,

Brembo 240mm wave disc

RUNNING GEAR
HANDLEBAR Tapered alloy

FRONT TYRE Metzeler Sahara 90/90 x 21
REAR TYRE Metzeler Sahara 140/80 x 18

PRICE & CONTACTS
RRP $10,490 plus on-road cost

BROWSER www.swmmotorcycles.com.au
BLOWER (03) 9918 8000

WARRANTY 24 months or 20,000km  
parts & labour 

Thirst 
crusher

The SWM Superdual X managed 
a respectable range of about 
400km from one tank on fire 

roads, twisties and four-wheel-
drive tracks.
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The quality control was 
excellent as I peered over 
the shoulders of those on 

the production line
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Press night at Dave’s from Mt Buller MC Adv

Driving lights come free as part of a promotion

Mitch might be lining up another lap of Oz

lowside. I never overshot a corner, but 
make sure you’re standing so you can 
be precise with your rear brake input. 

Access to the air filter is through the 
right sidecover and refuelling is where it 
should be, behind the handlebar not up 
the back like it is on some bikes. The 
crashbars prevent excessive damage to 
the engine and fairing (see p42) and 
there’s even a sacrificial plastic panel on 
the tank (you can see it flying in the 
inset shot on p43) to stop your  
kneebraces putting dents in the steel. 

LA LA LAND
Here at ADB we don’t live in La La 
Land, nothing is perfect. While I can 
confirm I didn’t have the same 
gearlever troubles Clubby and his hoof 
did, I did notice the bike felt a little top 
heavy (this improved towards the end 
of the day as the fuel level dropped), 
the seated position is forward, almost 
naked-bike-like (this does allow you to 
weight the front-end though) that it 
could use tyres with a more aggressive 
tread pattern and a softer sidewall, that 
the key was too close to the speedo (I 
struggled to get my sausage fingers in to 
turn the key), the handlebar needed to 
be rotated forward in the mounts (I’m 
nearly 190cm), it flames out 

soaked up the small choppy stuff 
without feeling unstable indicating 
there’s no too much need for revalving.

We rode these machines without any 
luggage so I’d be interested to test a bike 
with 10-20kg of clobber to see if the 
suspension drops its guard when it isn’t 
sitting in the same part of the stroke.

You could opt for heavier springs if 
you’re going to load it up, but the 
standard suspension will suffice. This 
bike isn’t designed to be ridden like you 
would a Husky 701 Enduro or 690 
KTM. It’s more of an adventure tourer, 
that, while we tried some singletrack 
(see left) is better suited to nasty 
four-wheel-drive tracks, sandy fire 
roads and dusty highways.

It isn’t designed to be raced along 
twin track with the panniers flapping 
in the breeze as you send it skywards. 
It’s perfect for a lap of Oz where you’ll 
encounter all the possible bumps and 
blips on the suspension radar, or for a 
blast up Queensland’s CREB track, 
through the Flinders Ranges, across 
the Vic High Country or down the 
Gibb River Road.

BATMAN’S UTILITY BELT
The SWM Superdual X’s ergonomics 
are like the Kmart-version of Batman’s 
utility belt. It’s still a utility belt but 
with limited fittings. It doesn’t have all 
the fancy ride-by-wire options, traction 
control, electronic suspension, GPS, 
fancy dash displays or heated grips and 
cruise control. But, it still qualifies as a 
utility belt thanks to switchable ABS, a 
large screen, super aggressive footpegs 
with removable rubber inserts (no need 
for aftermarket ’pegs), driving lights 
and a rear carry rack. The same can’t be 
said for the slightly cheaper Japanese 
adventure bikes. The 18-litre tank, 
black rims and adventure styling make 
it look the part as well.

The switchable ABS, which is paired 
with Brembo brakes, gives you two 
options: full intervention mode, which 
is great for slippery, wet bitumen, and 
off-road mode which disengages the 
rear and reduces the front brake 
interference. Despite other journos on 
the launch finding it intrusive, I 
actually liked it.

Once you embrace the idea that you 
can squeeze the front brake as hard as 
you like while covering the rear, your 
braking ability will increase and you 
don’t have to worry about a dreaded 
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occasionally when crawling on 
singletrack (which it’s not designed for) 
and the screen was a little too close (I 
hit my helmet a few times when 
transitioning from sitting to standing).

After blasting through some four-
wheel-drive tracks on our way down 
from a photoshoot at Craig’s Hut, I 
noticed a few other journos pulled over 
to catch their breath. I stopped and 
asked if any of them felt the bike 
constantly wanting to stand up, 
especially when in deep four-wheel-
drive ruts and trying to transition from 
rut to rut. They had, and mentioned 
that they felt it got better as the fuel 
level dropped. I also feel the standard 
Michelin Sahara tyres are too hard and 
the side knobs don’t provide the grip 
needed to guide the bike where you 
want in tough terrain.

It didn’t feel too top heavy in tight 
singey, it was just while out blasting on 
fireroads and moving around at speed.

I also got a sore back until I rotated 
the ’bar forward. You can lower the 
footpegs to make the standing position 
more comfortable but in standard trim 
the bike prefers to be ridden sitting 
down, which also eliminates the 
top-heavy feeling. Sitting down I could 
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flog the Superdual X like a motocross 
bike and my back didn’t hurt.

HOMEBRAND CLING WRAP
Strange heading I know, but it’s the 
best way to sum up the Superdual X. 
Like homebrand cling wrap which 
provides a handy serrated edge to cut 
the plastic and a sticky film that’s just 
as durable as the branded gear, the 
Superdual X will not disappoint. It’s a 
fraction of the price of other ABS-
equipped adventure machines and 
outperforms some of them.

It has all the fruit you’d expect from 
a bike with a heftier price tag, and 
completes the task just as competently 
as the more well-known brands.

The engine is a ripper, and would 
improve even more in the bottom-end 
with a bigger rear sprocket.

The suspension felt firm, just the 
way I like it and perfect for those ready 
to load it up for months in the saddle. 
The ergonomics are designed to go 
straight from the dealer’s floor to the 
infamous corrugation of our Aussie 
outback roads. 

Got something to say about this yarn? 
  Let us know at adbmag@adbmag.com.au
  More images and info at adbmag.com.au 

The climb to the top didn’t stuff the fuelling

Horse riders weren’t happy about our drone

Centrestand comes standard for tyre changes

What 
about 

learners?
The SWM Superdual X comes in 
two mapping specs so speak 
to your dealer if you want to 

run it as a LAMS bike.
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